Intrinsic asymmetry of oligomer transitions and biomolecular evolution.
Structural transitions in oligomeric proteins due to ligand binding are important in biomolecular regulatory processes. The transitions may occur on the secondary, tertiary or quarternary structure levels. Detailed consideration of the time sequence of ligand binding to the oligomer shows that there is an intrinsic dynamic asymmetry in all oligomer transitions, even if the initial and the final state are completely symmetric. This asymmetry has important bearing on the evolution and the divergence of the primary structure (amino acid sequence) of oligomeric proteins. It may explain (at least in part) the occurrence of oligomeric proteins with similar but not identical protomers. Certain specific groups of oligomers are shown to be under greater evolutionary pressure for protomer structure divergence. The dynamic asymmetry of oligomer transitions also results in higher complexity in reaction kinetics. Some implications on ribosome structural evolution are discussed.